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Abstract—Elastic optical networks (EONs) facilitate agile spectrum management in the optical layer. When coupling with
software-defined networking, they function as software-defined
EONs (SD-EONs) and provide service providers more freedom to
customize their infrastructure dynamically. In this paper, we investigate how to overcome spectrum fragmentation in SD-EONs with
OpenFlow-controlled online spectrum defragmentation (DF), and
conduct system implementations to facilitate highly-efficient online
DF. We first consider sequential DF, i.e., the scenario that involves a
sequence of lightpath reconfigurations to progressively consolidate
the spectrum utilization. We modify our previous DF algorithm to
make sure that the reconfigurations can be performed in batches
and the “make-before-break” scheme can be applied to all of them.
The modified algorithm is implemented in an OpenFlow (OF) controller, and we design OF extensions to facilitate synchronous batch
reconfiguration. Then, we further simplify the DF operations by
designing and implementing parallel DF that can accomplish all the
DF-related lightpath reconfigurations simultaneously. All these DF
implementations are experimentally demonstrated in an SD-EON
control plane testbed that consists of 14 stand-alone OF agents
and one OF controller, which are all implemented based on highperformance Linux servers. The experimental results indicate that
our OF-controlled online DF implementations perform well and
can improve network performance in an efficient way.
Index Terms—Adaptive defragmentation, elastic optical network (EON), openflow, parallel defragmentation, software-defined
networking (SDN), synchronous batch reconfiguration (SBR).

I. INTRODUCTION
ITH agile spectrum management, the elastic optical
networks (EONs) improve the spectral efficiency of
lightpaths and bring intelligence into the optical layer [1], [2].
Specifically, different from the fixed-grid wavelength-division
multiplexing (WDM) systems that operate on wavelength grids
at 50 or 100 GHz, bandwidth-variable (BV) transponders and
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switches in EONs can allocate spectrum with a granularity at
12.5 GHz or less [1]. Then, the EON equipments groom a few
narrow-band frequency slots (FS’) that are spectrally contiguous
to set up lightpaths with various bandwidths.
Meanwhile, in order to fully exploit the aforementioned advantages in the data plane, EONs need a more sophisticated
control plane, as it needs to manage blocks of contiguous FS’
instead of independent wavelength channels [3], [4]. More importantly, the control plane needs to address the spectrum fragmentation, i.e., the existing of non-aligned, isolated, and smallsized unused FS blocks in the optical spectrum [5]. Spectrum
fragmentation leads to low spectrum utilization and increases
the blocking probability of future requests [6]. The situation becomes more severe when EONs have to support highly dynamic
traffic with frequent lightpath assembling/disassembling (e.g.,
in an inter-datacenter network [7]). To relieve spectrum fragmentation, people have proposed various defragmentation (DF)
algorithms that involve reconfigurations of in-service lightpaths
[5], [6], [8]–[13]. As it uses network-wide information to reoptimize the spectrum utilization, DF needs centralized network
control and management (NC&M).
Software-defined networking (SDN) makes the network programmable, dynamic and application-aware by decoupling its
data and control planes [14]. As a possible implementation of
SDN, OpenFlow (OF) [15] was developed as an open standard
protocol that leverages flow-based switching and uses a centralized controller to facilitate software-defined routing, switching
and network management. Implementing SDN in optical networks via OF provides the service providers more freedom to
customize their infrastructure dynamically and adapt to new
services quickly [16]. Inline of this, people have proposed a
few OF extensions that identify an optical flow based on the
input/output ports it occupying on an optical switch, central
frequency of its optical carrier, the transmission bandwidth and
etc. [17]–[19]. With these extensions, one can introduce OF into
the optical domain and facilitate SDN-type lightpath setup and
management. More specifically, the extended OF protocol is implemented in the control plane, while the data plane equipments
(i.e., optical transponders and switches) are instructed by the
OF-based control plane to manage the lightpaths for data transmission. Previously, inter-operation of GMPLS and OF were
investigated for optical transport networks in [20], [21]. The experimental demonstrations of OF-controlled wavelength routing
in semi-practical network environments were discussed in [22].
More recently, people have considered the coupling of EON and
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SDN for software-defined EONs (SD-EONs), and accomplished
a few interesting experiments [18], [19],[23]–[25].
The centralized NC&M in SD-EON fits well with the requirement of DF, and researchers have already started to implement
DF systems in such networks [26], [27]. In [26], Liu et al. have
demonstrated OF-controlled fragmentation-aware routing and
spectrum assignment (FA-RSA) in SD-EONs. However, it is
known that FA-RSA itself cannot eliminate spectrum fragmentation, when DF with lightpath reconfiguration is absent [6]. We
also have implemented a DF system that could facilitate lightpath reconfiguration, and conducted proof-of-concept experiments to demonstrate online DF in a control plane testbed [27].
Nevertheless, the implementation in [27] has not considered the
system optimization for minimizing the traffic disruptions and
the operation complexity during DF. As each DF operation can
invoke a few lightpath reconfigurations, it is desired that both
the extended OF protocol and the DF algorithms are tailored
accordingly to reduce the complexity of network control. Moreover, since the negative effects from spectrum fragmentation
can accumulate during network operation, we may need to implement the adaptive DF scheme that triggers DF operations
based on network status, for consistent network performance
improvement.
In this work, we investigate how to achieve highly-efficient
online DF in SD-EONs that utilize OF. Note that there are both
proactive and reactive DF schemes discussed in the literature.
For instance, previous studies have proposed a reactive scheme
in [5], several proactive schemes in [6], and both the reactive and
proactive schemes in [10]. Specifically, proactive DF monitors
network status proactively, and consolidates the network-wide
spectrum utilization when necessary, while the reactive one reconfigures some/all of the in-service lightpaths to accommodate
an incoming request, which would be blocked otherwise. Basically, we think that for reactive DF, the service model can be
unfair or in favor of certain requests, since it would reconfigure some/all of the in-service lightpaths just for accommodating
certain requests [5]. Therefore, if we would like to ensure service fairness in SD-EONs, we should consider proactive DF in
the system design and implementation.
We first consider sequential DF, i.e., the scenario that involves
a sequence of lightpath reconfigurations to progressively consolidate the spectrum utilization in EONs. We modify our DF
algorithm in [6] to ensure that the reconfigurations can be performed in batches and the “make-before-break” scheme can be
applied to all of them. The modified DF algorithm is then implemented in a POX-based OF controller (OF-C), and we propose
OF extensions to facilitate synchronous batch reconfiguration
(SBR) for efficient DF. Then, in order to further simplify the DF
operations, we design and implement a parallel DF algorithm
that can accomplish all the DF-related reconfigurations in one
batch. All these implementations are experimentally demonstrated in an SD-EON control plane testbed that consists of
14 stand-alone OF agents (OF-AGs) and one OF-C, which are
all built with high-performance Linux servers. The experimental results show that our OF-controlled online DF performs well
and can effectively improve network performance in an efficient
way.

The contributions of this work are as follows,
1) We modify our DF algorithms to facilitate efficient online DF and implement them in a semi-practical SD-EON
control plane testbed that utilizes OF.
2) We propose to conduct SBR-enabled DF operations and
achieve effective reduction on the complexity of DFrelated network control.
3) We implement and experimentally demonstrate adaptive
DF that can handle time-variant traffic by invoking DF
operations based on network status.
4) We implement and experimentally demonstrate parallel
DF that can minimize the reconfiguration latency by performing all the lightpath reconfigurations simultaneously.
5) To the best of our knowledge, we accomplish the first
experimental demonstrations for control plane operations
of adaptive DF and parallel DF in SD-EONs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the network architecture of SD-EONs and our design
for realizing efficient online DF. The experimental investigation
on sequential DF, including the algorithms, system implementation and demonstrations of periodic DF and adaptive DF, is
discussed in Section III. We then study parallel DF and show its
experimental demonstrations in Sections IV. Finally, Section V
summarizes the paper.
II. DF IN SD-EONS
A. Network Architecture
Fig. 1 shows the overall network architecture of an SD-EON.
The data plane consists of edge routers (ERs) and BV wavelength selective switches (BV-WSS’) for setting up lightpaths.
The detailed structure of an ER is shown in Fig. 1(a), which
includes several BV transponders (BV-Ts) and a wavelength
multiplexer/de-multiplexer (MUX/DEMUX). The BV-Ts and
BV-WSS’ operate on a flexible-grid wavelength plan, e.g., the
one defined in the G.694.1 recommendation [28] suggested by
ITU-T. BV-Ts set up lightpaths for client traffic by assigning
just-enough spectrum resources (right numbers of FS’), while
BV-WSS’ allow variable-size spectra to be switched correctly.
Note that when setting up a lightpath, BV-T also needs to choose
the right modulation-level to accommodate its quality of transmission (QoT) [1].
On top of the optical data plane, the SD-EON has an OF-based
control plane for centralized and efficient resource management. Two elements are essential for the control plane, the OF-C
and the OF-AGs. An OF-AG is locally attached to each ER or
BV-WSS for controlling their operations. OF-C communicates
with all the OF-AGs in the SD-EON using an extended OF
protocol for lightpath management. Thanks to the centralized
NC&M provided by OF, OF-C can dynamically collect, analyze and arrange FS usages on all the fiber links in the SD-EON.
During dynamic network operation, the SD-EON realizes
spectrum DF by using the push-pull type of service automation. More specifically, OF-C collects and analyzes FS usage on
each link proactively (i.e., pulling the network status). When a
DF operation is necessary, it invokes lightpath reconfigurations
to consolidate the spectrum utilization by instructing all the
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Fig. 1. Network architecture of an SD-EON, OF-C: OpenFlow controller, OF-AG: OpenFlow agent, ER: Edge router, BV-WSS: Bandwidth-variable wavelengthselective switch, BV-T: Bandwidth-variable transponder, MUX/DEMUX: Wavelength multiplexer/de-multiplexer.

Fig. 2. Functional designs for (a) OpenFlow agent (OF-AG) and (b) OpenFlow controller (OF-C) to facilitate online spectrum DF, LTD: Local traffic database, OFClient: OpenFlow client, DF Agent: Defragmentation agent, NMS: Network management system, RCM: Resource computation module, TED: Traffic engineering
database, RPM: Resource provisioning module, NAM: Network abstraction module.

related OF-AGs to change the working status of their data plane
equipments (i.e., pushing the network re-optimization). In order
to minimize traffic disruption, the “make-before-break” scheme
should be applied to each lightpath reconfiguration. Specifically,
we first establish the lightpath on its new routing path and spectrum location (i.e., new RSA), and then disassemble it on the
original RSA.
B. System Functional Design
Fig. 2 shows the functional designs of OF-AG and OF-C.
OF-AG configures data plane equipments (i.e., BV-Ts and BVWSS’) according to the flow-entries from OF-C. The components in OF-AG are shown in Fig. 2(a), where the OF-client uses
an extended OF to talk with OF-C, the local traffic database
stores flow-entries, and the equipment controller implements
flow-entries in data plane equipment.
OF-C works as the “brain” of the SD-EON, and its architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The details are as follows.
1) Resource Provision Module (RPM): It interacts with OFAGs and the resource computation module (RCM) for
handling OF messages. RPM also instructs the traffic engi-

2)

3)

4)

5)

neering database (TED) to update the records of in-service
lightpaths in the SD-EONs.
RCM: It receives the computation tasks from RPM or DF
Agent and calculates the corresponding RSA solutions.
Upon receiving the tasks, RCM requests the current network status from TED, and when the tasks are done, it
instructs RPM to build flow-entries for the related OFAGs.
TED: It stores the current FS usage of each link, and the
information of in-service lightpaths. TED is updated by
RPM in real time to include the most-updated information
of the SD-EON.
DF Agent: It invokes a DF operation, selects in-service
lightpaths to reconfigure, and instructs RCM to calculate
the new RSA solutions for them. Note that DF Agent can
either invoke a DF operation automatically by monitoring
the network status in TED or be instructed to do so by the
network operator through the external network management system.
Network Abstraction Module (NAM): It communicates with OF-AGs, collects the SD-EON’s topology
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Flow-matching examples in an SD-EON.

information (i.e., active nodes and the connectivity among
them), and abstracts all the data plane equipments for
TED.
C. Extended OF Protocol
According to the working principle of OF, the SD-EON identify each lightpath as an optical flow with the flow-entry that
consists of matching fields, actions and related counters [19].
We implement our SD-EON based on OF v1.0 [15] because it is
a stable version that is widely supported by various OF systems.
We propose two extensions to support DF, which can be easily
accommodated in subsequent OF versions.
1) Flow-Matching Fields: Fig. 3 shows flow-matching examples, where the important fields are defined as follows.
1) Frequency_Slot_Bandwidth: It represents the bandwidth
of an FS, i.e., the grid fgrid , which is set as fgrid = 12.5
GHz to compliant with ITU-T G.694.1 [28].
2) Central_Frequency: It uses an integer to represent the
central frequency of a lightpath. We use 193.1 THz as
the reference frequency [28] and calculate the central frequency as “193100 + Central_Frequency × 6.25” GHz.
3) Number_of_Frequency_Slots: It uses a positive integer to express the bandwidth of a lightpath, as “Number_of_Frequency_Slots × fgrid ” GHz.
4) Modulation_Format: It tells the modulation-level of a
lightpath, and our implementation currently supports
BPSK, QPSK, 8-QAM, and 16-QAM, with the Modulation_Format values as 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
2) Flow-Matching Actions: As shown in Fig. 3, the flowmatching actions are different for the source and destination
ERs, and intermediate BV-WSS’ of each lightpath.
1) Source ER: A lightpath is identified by the flow-entry that
includes input port, FS bandwidth, destination address,
capacity requirement, and expiring time. The corresponding flow-matching actions are to operate the related BV-T
on an FS block with the assigned modulation-level and to
send the lightpath’s signal out on an output port.
2) Intermediate WSS’: A lightpath is identified by the combination of input port, FS bandwidth, destination address,
central frequency, and number of FS’. The flow-matching
action is to switch it to an output port.
3) Destination ER: A lightpath is identified by the same combination as that for intermediate WSS’, while the flowmatching action is to drop the lightpath locally and to
adjust the related BV-T to receive it correctly.

3) DF-Related Extensions: We propose two DF-related extensions to facilitate efficient online spectrum DF. We first insert
a Defragmentation_Flag in related OF messages and use it to
indicate whether a message is for assembling a new lightpath
(normal, with Defragmentation_Flag = 0), or reconfiguring an
existing lightpath in DF (DF, with Defragmentation_Flag= 1).
As in a DF operation, an OF-AG usually needs to reconfigure multiple in-service lightpaths on its data plane equipment,
we leverage the bundle reconfiguration scheme proposed in
[29] and design DF-related Flow-Mod messages that each includes more than one flow-entries to facilitate SBR. We refer
them as SBR-enabled Flow-Mod messages. Such a message instructs an OF-AG to reconfigure multiple lightpaths in one shot,
for reducing reconfiguration latency and operation complexity.
Our DF implementation supports these messages and makes
sure that an OF-AG would invoke SBR for multiple lightpaths
upon receiving them. Fig. 4 illustrates the Wireshark capture of
an SBR-enabled Flow-Mod message in our implementation. It
can be seen that the message includes two flow-entries, whose
Defragmentation_Flags are both turned on for DF.
III. DEMONSTRATIONS OF SEQUENTIAL DF
In this work, we leverage the proactive DF scheme discussed
in [6] for the system design and implementation of DF in the control plane of SD-EON, since it can provide better service fairness
than the reactive scheme in [5], which reconfigures some/all of
the in-service lightpaths to accommodate a particular incoming
request that would be blocked otherwise. Moreover, as the reconfiguration in proactive DF is network-wide and prepares the
network better to accommodate more future requests, proactive DF can be more efficient and effective for control plane
operations in SD-EONs.
Note that different from those DF system designs and demonstrations that were based on the push-pull-type spectrum retuning technique [5], [12], which only has limited spectrum retuning flexibility, we design our DF algorithms based on the
hop-tuning technique proposed in [30], which could support
full-spectrum retuning for more flexible DF and only introduces
a relatively short reconfiguration latency (e.g., < 1 μs in the
experimental demonstration in [30]). Therefore, our design can
potentially realize more flexible and faster DF operation.
A. Modified DF Algorithm for SBR
We introduce the following notations to describe the DF algorithm that is implemented in OF-C.
1) G(V, E): The physical topology, where V and E are the
sets of switching nodes and fiber links, respectively.
2) F : The number of FS’ on each link e ∈ E.
3) Ci (si , di , ni ): The ith in-service lightpath, where i is its
unique index, si and di are the source and destination,
respectively, and ni is the number of FS’ that it uses.
4) pi : The routing path that Ci is using.
5) ai : The F -bit bit-mask to represent the spectrum assignment of Ci along the path pi . If ai [j] = 1, the jth FS is
allocated to Ci , otherwise, ai [j] = 0.
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Fig. 5. Sequential DF and auxiliary graphs. (a) Scheme with cyclic dependencies. (b) Scheme without cyclic dependencies.

Fig. 4.

An SBR-enabled Flow-Mod message in our implementation.

In a DF operation, if lightpath Ci needs to be reconfigured,
we first find an one-to-one RSA mapping,
M : {pi , ai } → {pi , ai }

(1)

and then migrate it to the new RSA location. RSA mapping and
traffic migration are correlated and an important concept regarding them is the reconfiguration dependency through dependency
graph analysis [6]. Note that previous studies have also incorporated dependency graph analysis to investigate the lightpath
reconfiguration in WDM networks [31], [32]. However, since in
EONs, the spectrum assignment is more flexible and the bandwidth allocation granularity is smaller, the dependency graph
can be more complicated. Therefore, it is necessary to revisit
the problem by considering the uniqueness of EONs, e.g., partial spectrum overlapping, etc. Meanwhile, we also notice that
there are existing investigations that used graph dependency

analysis for DF [5], [13]. Nevertheless, the dependency graphs
discussed in them were undirected ones, which were only used
to find the target spectrum locations of lightpath reconfiguration. In this work, we build directed dependency graphs in DF,
and use them not only for the target spectrum locations of lightpath reconfiguration, but also for determining the non-disrupted
traffic migration sequence.
In EONs, for two lightpaths Ci and Cj (i = j), if the new RSA
of Ci will use the FS’ that are currently occupied by Cj , i.e.,

“pi ∩ pj = ∅” and “ Fk=1 ai [k] ⊗ aj [k] = 0” are both satisfied,
we say that Ci depends on Cj , denoted as Cj ⇐ Ci . When
there are reconfiguration dependencies, OF-C has to carefully
design the sequence for ensuring that “make-before-break” can
be applied to all the reconfigurations in the DF operation. For
example, if Cj ⇐ Ci , then Ci cannot be reconfigured before
Cj . Hence, the DF has to be performed sequentially.
Previously, we have proposed a DF algorithm that performs
partial reconfiguration and determines the reconfiguration sequence with the assistance of an auxiliary graph Gd (V d , E d )
[6]. In Gd (V d , E d ), each node v d ∈ V d is for a lightpath selected by the DF to reconfigure. If Cj ⇐ Ci and vjd and vid are
their corresponding nodes in Gd (V d , E d ), there is a directed
link vid → vjd in Gd (V d , E d ). However, the algorithm in [6]
cannot avoid the situation where there are cyclic dependencies in Gd (V d , E d ). As shown in Fig. 5(a), we have C1 ⇐ C2 ,
C2 ⇐ C3 and C3 ⇐ C1 . In order to address the cyclic dependencies, we need to either tolerant prolonged traffic disruptions
or implement sophisticated state-machines in OF-C, which can
increase reconfiguration latency. For instance, in the implementation in [27], we used a green-field reconfiguration scheme that
disassembles all the related lightpaths first and then sets them
up on new RSA locations. This scheme is simple in terms of
system implementation, but it also causes the longest traffic disruption, i.e., in the worst case a lightpath can be unavailable for
the whole DF operation.
In this work, we propose to eliminate cyclic dependencies by
applying an “acyclic constraint” on the RSA mapping: the new
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spectrum location of a lightpath should have a smaller FS startindex than the original one, i.e., the new spectrum location is in
a lower frequency region, such that cycle dependencies will not
happen. If a new RSA cannot be found under this constraint, the
lightpath will not be reconfigured. Then, we ensure that there
is no cyclic dependencies in Gd (V d , E d ). Meanwhile, OF-C
can leverage the SBR-enabled Flow-Mod messages to realize
lightpath reconfigurations in batches efficiently [as shown in
Fig. 5(b)].
Algorithm 1 shows the detailed procedure of the modified
sequential DF algorithm for SBR. Here, in a DF operation, a
partial reconfiguration is performed to consolidate the spectrum
utilization in the SD-EON, which means that DF only selects
a portion of the in-service lightpaths to reconfigure. As Line
3 indicates, the selection ratio is γ ∈ (0, 1), which is defined
as the ratio of reconfigured to total number of in-service lightpaths in the SD-EON. Then, with γ, DF Agent in OF-C selects
the most “critical” lightpaths using the highest used slot-index
first (HUSIF) strategy we developed in [33]. In Lines 4-5, RCM
calculates new RSAs with the fragmentation-and-misalignmentaware RSA (FMA-RSA) algorithm in [34], and builds the auxiliary graph Gd (V d , E d ). Lines 6-15 show the detailed procedure
of reconfiguring the lightpaths with SBR. Since Gd (V d , E d )
is acyclic, we select a batch of lightpaths that do not depend
on others, and reconfigure them simultaneously using the SBRenabled Flow-Mod messages.
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Fig. 6.

Control plane testbed built with high-performance servers.

Fig. 7.
in km).

Experimental setup to mimic the NSFNET topology (link lengths

Algorithm 1: Sequential DF algorithm for SBR
1 obtain network status from TED;
2 if a DF operation is needed then
3
select γ portion of in-service lightpaths using the
HUSIF strategy [33];
4
calculate new RSAs for the selected lightpaths with
FMA-RSA in [34] under acyclic constraint;
5
build the auxiliary graph Gd (V d , E d );
6
while Gd (V d , E d ) is not empty do
7
run a topological sorting on Gd (V d , E d );
8
G = ∅;
9
for each v d ∈ V d that has no outgoing link do
10
find the corresponding lightpath Ci of v d ;
11
G = G ∪ {Ci };
12
remove v d and its incoming links from
Gd (V d , E d );
13
end
14
invoke SBR for all the lightpaths in G;
15
end
16 end

the NSFNET topology. Each OF-AG is programmed based on
Open-vSwitch [35] running on Linux. The OF-C is implemented
with the POX platform [36] and runs on another independent
server that is directly connected to all the OF-AGs. In this work,
we only focus on the control plane implementation for DF, and
the data plane is emulated with Ethernet connections. We also
assume that OF-C performs QoT-aware RSA and selects the
signal’ modulation-level adaptively based on the transmission
distance of a lightpath [8], [37]. The fiber link lengths are as
those marked in Fig. 7.

B. SD-EON Control Plane Testbed
We implement the aforementioned DF framework in a
SD-EON control plane testbed that is built with highperformance servers (ThinkServer RD530), as shown in Fig. 6.
We have 14 OF-AGs that each runs on an independent server, and
they are connected according to the scheme in Fig. 7 to mimic

C. OF Implementation for DF
In the testbed, OF-C manages two tasks for each lightpath,
1) setting it up with RSA when it initially arrives, and 2) reconfiguring it in DF. Since the first task is performed with a
similar approach as those in previous work [18], [19], [23],
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3) Step 3: Based on the new RSA solutions, RCM obtains
the reconfiguration sequence with Algorithm 1, and then
instructs RPM to build the flow-entries accordingly.
4) Step 4: For each lightpath bathes in sequence, RPM encodes the flow-entries in SBR-enabled Flow-Mod messages, turns on the Defragmentation_Flags in them, and
sends the messages to the related OF-AGs for realizing
the lightpath reconfiguration.
5) Step 5: Each related OF-AG parses the flow-entry, configures its data plane equipment accordingly with the makebefore-break scheme, and returns the configuration result
to OF-C using the Barrier-Reply message.
6) Step 6: In OF-C, RPM updates TED accordingly when
the lightpath reconfigurations have been finished.
7) Step 7: Repeat Steps 4–6 for all the lightpath batches.
D. Experimental Demonstrations of Periodic DF

Fig. 8. Sequential DF implementation. (a) Detailed procedure for a DF operation in the SD-EON. (b) Wireshark capture of OF messages for a lightpath
reconfiguration in DF.

[24], we omit the description on its operation details here. But
we want to clarify that in our implementation, when handling
the first task, RCM calculates RSA with the K-shortest path
and balance-load spectrum assignment algorithm in [38] and
adopts the adaptive modulation-level selection in [37]. Specifically, with Bi as the lightpath’s bandwidth requirement in Gb/s,
the number of FS’ we need to assign is


Bi
ni =
(2)
BPSK
m · Bgrid
BPSK
where Bgrid
represents the transmission capacity that an FS
with a bandwidth of fgrid can provide with BPSK, and m is
the modulation-level, which is 1, 2, 3, and 4, standing for
BPSK, QPSK, 8-QAM and 16-QAM, respectively. In the exBPSK
= 12.5 Gb/s.
periments, we set fgrid = 12.5 GHz and Bgrid
For the topology in Fig. 7, the maximum transmission reaches
of BPSK, QPSK, 8-QAM, and 16-QAM signals are 5000, 2500,
1250, and 625 km, respectively, according to the experimental
results in [39]. Specifically, when the distance of the routing
path permits, RCM always selects the highest modulation-level
possible for a lightpath.
For the DF task, Fig. 8(a) shows how the SD-EON works.
1) Step 1: DF Agent in OF-C invokes a DF operation, selects
certain in-service lightpaths in TED to reconfigure, and
instructs RCM to calculate RSAs for them.
2) Step 2: RCM requests current network status from TED,
and re-optimizes the RSAs of the selected lightpaths with
the objective to minimize spectrum fragmentation.

We first perform a simple lightpath reconfiguration experiment to illustrate the make-before-break scheme. Fig. 8(b)
shows the Wireshark capture of OF messages for reconfiguring one lightpath in DF. It can be seen that OF-C instructs the
related OF-AGs to assemble the lightpath on the new RSA location before tearing it down on the original one. The lightpath
is reconfigured from 1 → 2 → 3 to 1 → 3.
We then consider the case that DF Agent invokes DF operations periodically, and conduct online DF experiments. Specifically, a new DF operation is invoked when the number of
expired lightpaths since the last DF reaches 80. In the experiments, we set γ = 0.3 and assume that each fiber link in the
SD-EON can accommodate F = 358 FS’. On each node in the
testbed, the OF-AG generates lightpath requests according to the
Poisson traffic model and selects their destination address randomly. Specifically, the dynamic requests arrive according to the
Poisson process with an average rate of λ requests per second,
and the life-time of each request follows the negative exponential distribution with an average of μ1 seconds. Hence, the traffic
load can be quantified with μλ in Erlangs. The bandwidth requirement of each request (i.e., Bi ) is uniformly distributed within
[25, 500] Gb/s.
Fig. 9 shows the memory dumps of TED, which indicates
the spectrum utilization before and after a DF. The x- and
y-axes are for the indices of FS’ and links, respectively, and
a red slot indicates that the specified FS on a link is occupied.
It can be seen clearly that the DF operation consolidates the
spectrum utilization in the SD-EON effectively, by reducing
the maximum used FS index from 333 to 295. Fig. 10 shows
the results from the online sequential DF experiment when the
traffic load is 400 Erlangs. The results on OF-C’s CPU utilization indicate that the DF operations are invoked periodically as
expected. In Fig. 10(a), we also observe that when there is no
DF operations, the maximum used FS index reaches 358 (the
maximum value) when the SD-EON has only operated for ∼85
s, and then never goes down. While for the scenario with DF,
Fig. 10(b) shows that the maximum used FS index first reaches
358 after ∼100 s, and its value is reduced repeatedly by the DF
operations since then.
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Network spectrum utilization before and after a DF operation.

Fig. 11. Experiment results on (a) bandwidth blocking probability, and
(b) reconfiguration latency per DF.

Fig. 10. Experimental results from online sequential DF when traffic load is
400 Erlangs. (a) CPU utilization of OF-C and maximum used FS index in the
SD-EON without DF. (b) CPU utilization of OF-C and maximum used FS index
in the SD-EON with DF.

Fig. 11(a) compares the results on bandwidth blocking probability (BBP) from the experiments with and without DF. The
results on reconfiguration latency per DF (in the control plane)
are plotted in Fig. 11(b), which indicates that the latency per DF
operation is 650.4 msec when the traffic load is as high as 500

Erlangs. In the experiments, when the traffic load increases, the
number of lightpaths to reconfigure in each DF is also larger,
and this is the reason why the latency increases with traffic load
in Fig. 11(b). In order to obtain each data point in Fig. 11(a) and
(b), OF-C serves 4000 incoming requests from the 14 OF-AGs
in the SD-EON testbed.
Note that the latency here is longer than that presented in [27],
and this is because the implementation in [27] used the greenfield reconfiguration scheme. Basically, OF-C first sends out
Flow-Mod messages to disassemble all the selected lightpaths
and then uses another set of Flow-Mod messages to set them up
on new RSA locations. Therefore, as the reconfigurations are
not performed in batches, the latency is shorter. However, since
the green-field scheme does not apply “make-before-break”, the
lightpaths have prolonged traffic disruptions during DF. In other
words, the green-field scheme in [27] provided a shorter reconfiguration latency per DF, but the traffic disruption can be as
long as the latency. While even though the SBR-based scheme
in this work provides slightly longer reconfiguration latency,
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TABLE I
RESULTS FROM ADAPTIVE AND NON-ADAPTIVE DF SCHEMES

Scenario
1
Scenario
2
Scenario
3

Adaptive
Non-Adaptive
Adaptive
Non-Adaptive
Adaptive
Non-Adaptive

Number of Reconfigurations

Latency per
DF (msec)

BBP

5953
6378
1019
1320
2736
2610

682.9
779.1
469.6
348.1
585.7
475.2

0.0171
0.0204
0.0166
0.0216
0.0172
0.0287

BBP with less number of reconfigurations for Scenarios 1 and
2, while for Scenario 3, the adaptive DF’s BBP is still lower but
it needs slightly larger number of reconfigurations.
Fig. 12.

Timing-varying traffic scenarios for adaptive DF experiments.

it applies “make-before-break” to all the lightpath reconfigurations to make sure that the traffic disruption is much shorter than
the latency.
E. Experimental Demonstrations of Adaptive DF
The experimental demonstration in the previous section invokes a DF operation when a fixed number of lightpath have expired and the selection ratio γ is fixed too. However, it is known
that for DF, there exists a tradeoff between the performance
improvement and operation complexity increase [6]. If the two
DF parameters mentioned above were not selected properly, we
might either end up with introducing unnecessarily-high operation complexity or not invoking DF operations timely. Therefore, it is desired that we implement adaptive DF in SD-EONs
to ensure cost-effectiveness, especially for the situation where
the traffic is time-variant. In line of this, we extend the function
of DF-Agent to facilitate adaptive DF, i.e., it invokes DF operations according to instant BBP and selects γ adaptively based
on the network status [6]. Basically, we modify and implement
our adaptive DF algorithm in [6], and make sure that SBR is
still supported for lightpath reconfigurations.
The adaptive DF experiments use the same setup as that in
Section III-D, and the parameters are also similar except for
the traffic loads, which is generated as time-variant. We design
three traffic scenarios as Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 in Fig. 12, each
of which covers a period of 500 s, with bandwidth requirement
uniformly distributed within [25, 150], [25, 400], and [25, 250]
Gb/s, respectively. The experiments compare the performance
of non-adaptive and adaptive DF schemes.
1) Non-Adaptive DF: A DF operation is invoked every 32 s,
and each DF has γ = 0.5.
2) Adaptive DF: Both the timing and γ of each DF is determined adaptively based on network status.
The two DF schemes are evaluated with three metrics, i.e.,
overall BBP, total number of lightpath reconfigurations, and
reconfiguration latency per DF. Table I summarizes the experimental results, which show that the adaptive DF provides lower

IV. DEMONSTRATIONS OF PARALLEL DF
The experimental demonstrations in the previous section are
for sequential DF, and the main reason for invoking reconfigurations in batches sequentially is the dependencies among them.
Note that for practical DF implementations in SD-EONs, it is
desired that the related network control in OF-C is as simple
as possible to minimize the reconfiguration latency. Hence, in
this section, we investigate how to realize the DF-related reconfigurations in a purely parallel manner, i.e., all of them are
accomplished simultaneously in one shot. In such a scenario, reconfiguration latency is reduced to the maximum extent. Moreover, parallel DF reduces the operation complexity of OF-C.
In sequential DF, OF-C needs to maintain a state-machine to
perform the SBRs group by group as shown in Fig. 5(b), while
since parallel DF is stateless, the state-machine is not required
any more.
A. Parallel DF Algorithm
Previously, in [40], we have proposed an algorithm to parallelize the lightpath reconfigurations in DF. However, same as the
cases of our sequential DF algorithms, it has to be tailored to fit
into the DF implementation we discuss in this paper. Therefore,
without losing generality, we provide the detailed procedure of
parallel DF in this section.
In order to eliminate reconfiguration dependencies and realize
parallel DF, we introduce a “move-to-vacancy constraint”: a inservice lightpath can only be reconfigured to use an unoccupied
FS block, and apply it together with the “acyclic constraint”
discussed in Section III-A to the RSA mapping. Fig. 13(a) shows
an example of finding the feasible FS blocks for two lightpaths
C1 and C2 , under the two constraints. We then build a conflict
graph (CG), as shown in Fig. 13(b), to describe the conflicts
among the feasible FS blocks of all the selected lightpaths that
will be reconfigured. Specifically, for each selected lightpath, we
insert nodes into the CG, which each represents a feasible FS
block. Here, the implementation of parallel DF only considers
the available FS blocks on the lightpath’s current routing path
to limit the size of the CG.
The nodes in the CG are then connected as follows. First of
all, if any two nodes are for the same lightpath, we connect them
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An example of our parallel DF.

to indicate that a lightpath can only be reconfigured to one new
FS block. Then, if two feasible FS blocks have overlapping, we
connect the nodes that represent them to indicate that the FS
blocks cannot be allocated to two different lightpaths simultaneously. We find the maximal independent set (MIS) in the CG,
and since all the nodes in the MIS are not connected with each
other, they provide us the largest set of lightpath reconfigurations that can be performed with SBR. For instance, Fig. 13(d)
shows the MIS, and the corresponding parallel DF is illustrated
in Fig. 13(c). Algorithm 2 shows the detailed procedure of parallel DF in our implementation.
Algorithm 2: Parallel DF Implementation with SBR
1 DF Agent obtains network status from TED;
2 if a DF operation is needed then
3
DF Agent selects γ portion of in-service lightpaths in
TED using the HUSIF strategy [33];
// Lines 4-12 are executed in RCM:
4
get feasible FS blocks for all the selected lightpaths;
5
build the CG with all the feasible FS blocks;
6
find the MIS in the CG;
7
G = ∅;
8
for each node in the MIS do
9
find the lightpath Ci that it represents;
10
G = G ∪ {Ci };
11
end
12
instruct RPM to encode SBR-enabled Flow Mod
messages for all the lightpaths in G;
// End of the processing in RCM.
13
RPM invokes SBR for all the lightpaths in G;
14 end

B. Experimental Demonstrations of Parallel DF
We conduct parallel DF experiments still with the setup in
Section III-D, while the parameters are also similar except for
γ = 0.5. The experiments compare the performance of sequential DF and parallel DF. Here, sequential DF refers to the periodic
DF in Section III-D. Fig. 14 shows the experimental results on

Fig. 14. Results on (a) bandwidth blocking probability and (b) reconfiguration
latency per DF, from sequential DF and parallel DF experiments.

BBP and reconfiguration latency per DF. In Fig. 14(a), we observe that parallel DF cannot achieve as good BBP performance
as that of sequential DF. This is due to the additional “moveto-vacancy constraint”, i.e., in parallel DF, we sacrifice certain
re-optimization margin for consolidating spectrum utilization
to eliminate the reconfiguration dependencies. The results on
reconfiguration latency per DF are plotted in Fig. 14(b), which
indicate that parallel DF finishes each DF operation with much
shorter time. Moreover, the results from parallel DF are almost
constant, while the sequential DF’s latency increases dramatically with the traffic load. This is because in sequential DF, OF-C
needs to handle more reconfiguration batches for a higher traffic
load, but parallel DF always finishes all the reconfigurations in
one batch no matter how high the traffic load is.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper investigated how to achieve highly-efficient online
DF in SD-EONs that utilize OF. We first considered sequential
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DF and modified our previous DF algorithm to make sure that
the reconfigurations can be performed in batches and the “makebefore-break” scheme can be applied to all of them. The modified algorithm was implemented in an OF-C, and we proposed
OF extensions to facilitate SBR. Then, we further simplified the
DF operations by designing and implementing parallel DF that
can accomplish all the DF-related lightpath reconfigurations simultaneously. All the DF implementations were experimentally
demonstrated in an SD-EON control plane testbed that consists
of 14 stand-alone OF-AGs and one OF-C. The experimental results indicated that our OF-controlled online DF performed well
and could improve network performance in an efficient way.
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